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1
ON WKB-QUANTIZATION FOR KEPLER PROBLEM
IN EUCLIDE, RIEMANN AND LOBACHEVSKY 3-SPACE
Quantum mehanial WKB-method is elaborated for the known quantum Kepler problem
in urved 3-spae models Eulide, Riemann and Lobahevsky in the framework of the omplex
variable funtion theory. Generalized Shrodinger, Klein-Fok hydrogen atoms are onsidered.
Exat energy levels are found and their exatness is proved on the base of exploration into
n-degree terms of the WKB-series. Dira equation is solved too, but only approximate energy
spetrum is established.




It is well known that energy spetrum of the hydrogen atom had been alulated long before reating the
onsistent quantum mehanial theory. It was established that the Bohr-Sommerfeld rules, basis of the
"old" quantum mehanis even without rigorous mathematial foundation, are losely referred to the
so-alled WKB-approximation it the onsistent quantum theory [1-45℄.
Looking for solvable models in the framework of "new" quantum theory, some oolness towards
approximate methods and any ahievements of the Bohr-Sommerfeld mehanis was inevitable. But now
and then the same question arises in the literature: why in the ase of hydrogen atom the Bohr-Sommerfeld
rule leads to the known exat energy spetrum. Also, from time to time in the literature one an fae
statement of the sort: in a potential ϕ the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization gives an exat result ǫn(ϕ).
In the present work we turn again to a hydrogen atom but now plaed onurrently in three different
urved spae bakgrounds: Eulide E3 (zero urvature), Riemann S3 (positive onstant urvature), and
Lobahevsky H3 (negative onstant urvature). We have onsidered models based on Shrodinger, Klein-
Fok equations in these three spae models and shortly analyzed a hydrogen atom desribed by Dira
equation in E3-spae. From the very beginning it should be noted that these three hydrogen atom models
prove themselves essentially different from mathematial and physial standpoint [46-68℄, and their study
manifestly adds to general geometry-physis ground and to development of the quasi-lassial method
itself .
For the first time the hydrogen atom in a urved spae-time was onsidered by E. Shrodinger [46℄.
In this work he elaborated the so-alled fatorization method as applied to some quantum mehanial
eigenvalues problems, in partiular the harmoni osillator and the hydrogen atom. However, the method
fails to funtion for a ontinuous part of the hydrogen energy spetrum. An idea to alter the task in
order to obtain only disrete energy levels had arisen. Suh a full disreteness is ahieved by mere plaing
the hydrogen atom into a Riemannian 3-spae of onstant positive urvature S3, beause this 3-spae is
ompat and therefore it might reprodue the effet of a finite dimensions box.
In hyper-spherial oordinates (χ, θ, φ) of S3-model
dl2 = dχ2 + sin2 χ (dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) (1.1a)














Let us use the following notation: the urvature radius ρ is a length unit, M is an eletron mass, h¯2/Mρ2
is an energy unit, e = αρ /
h¯2
Mρ2 is an effetive onstant haraterizing intensity of the Coulomb interation.
The sign at (e/ tanχ) hand-piked in eq. (1.1b) As expeted the energy spetrum of the task turns out
to be disrete in full, and as shown in [46℄ it is






(n2 − 1) , n = 1, 2, 3, ... . (1.1c)
The level ǫn displays n
2
-degeneration similar to that existing in ordinary hydrogen atom theory. The
number of negative energy levels is finite and it equals





1 + 4e2), (1.1d)
if x0 is integer; at this there exists a zero level ǫ = 0. When x0 is frational the number of negative
energy levels equals an entire part of x0. As long as x0 ≥ 1 holds, no matter how small is e (arbitrary
small Coulomb attration) always there will exists at least one negative energy level. In other words
always there will exist at least one bound state of the system. It should be espeially mentioned that in
a E3-based model of the hydrogen atom, no matter how small the intensity of the Coulomb attration is
there exists an infinite set of energies being onentrated near a zero point.
A hydrogen atom model in Lobahevsky spae H3 turns out to reveal still more unommon properties
[47℄. In hyper-spherial oordinates of H3-spae
dl2 = dχ2 + sinh2 χ(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) (1.2a)
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In [47℄ an energy spetrum and orresponding wave funtions Ψǫlm(χ, θ, φ) were found. The energy





≤ ǫ ≤ (1
2





(n2 − 1) , n = 1, 2, 3, ..., N . (1.2c)
At this the level ǫn is n
2
-degenerate in a way similar to the ommon hydrogen atom in the flat spae. At
ǫ ≥ (12 −e) the energy spetrum is ontinuous. The number N of disrete energy levels equals to (
√
e−1)




e is frational. From the above it follows that
along with dereasing e-parameter the number N gradually dereases too, and the point e = 1 represents
a ruial moment after whih no bound states in the system exists. In other words, in the H3-spae, the
hydrogen atom is possible bound system only at e > 1.
Here one remark should be added. The distintive features of the Kepler quantum problem in urved
spae bakgrounds desribed above show potential value of these systems (and similar to them) from
another view point. Any task, firstly being formulated as an old quantum problem in a new spae
bakground an be re-formulated as a ertain speial quantum problem in an old flat spae bakground.
So, there exists a systemati way based on geometry to reprodue some quantum mehanial potentials
with physially interesting properties. Suh a tehnique might be understood as a way to reprodue
alternatively the usual potential approah to quantum mehanis through a geometry. Obviously, suh
an approah was disussed and used in the literature (for example, see [66℄).
2. WKB-quantization and hydrogen atom in E3-spae
In Setion 2, general mathematial struture of n-order term Qn in WKB-series is es-
tablished. It is proved that all terms Qn, n ≥ 2 do not ontribute into an exat quantum
mehanial quantization ondition. In the light of this, suess of the old quantum mehanis
is fully rationalized.
Let us onsider again a non-relativisti hydrogen atom in Euklide spae model E3. Shrodinger's














) − l(l + 1)
r2
] R = 0 . (2.1)







2ǫM e2t + 2αM et
h¯2
− l(l+ 1) ]R = 0 . (2.2a)







) S = 0 ,













Q + Q2 − Π2 = 0 . (2.3)







)nQn(t) ] . (2.4)
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Qn−k Qk ] = 0 , (2.5)
from whih it follows
Q20 = Π








Qn−k Qk ) = 0 , n = 1, 2, ... (2.6a)
Starting from the known Q0, the relations (2.6a) enable us to alulate generally speaking all remaining




2 =⇒ Q0 = ±
√
Π2 ,
Q1 = − 1
2Q0





1 ) , ... (2.6b)
Now we are at the point to formulate general quantization ondition:
We will assume that the wave funtion S(t) orresponding to a bound state, being onsid-
ered as a funtion of a omplex variable t, has a finite numbers of zeros in the omplex plane,
whih are alloated at real r-axis between lassial turning points. Aording the known the-
orem in omplex variable funtions theory, the number of suh zeros of S(t) within ertain
domain an be alulated through an integral of the logarithmi derivative (lnS(t))′ along a








lnS(t) ] dt = n , (2.7)
Taking into aount (2.3), the quantization ondition (2.7) will take the form∮
L
Q(t) dt = 2πh¯ n , (2.8)









Qn(t) dt ] = 2πh¯ n . (2.9a)
It should be espeially emphasized that relations (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9a) are preise mathematial ondi-
tions without any approximation.
Below, at alulating separate ontour integrals in (2.9a) we will be needing to use a omplex variable












] = 2πh¯ n . (2.9b)
All terms z−1 Qn(z) in the WKB-series (2.9b) are single valued and analytial funtions of the variable
z just in 3-onneted domain of z-plane, bounded by three ontours Lall = L0 + L∞ + L (see. Fig. 1;
dashed line designates a speial ut needed to allow for existene of two branh points of Q0 =
√
Π2; L0












Fig. 1 (3-onneted domain and Cauhy theorem)
Besides, all funtions z−1 Qn(z) are ontinuous up to the boundary Lall, hense Cauhy theorem will hold



















= 0 ; (2.10a)
where the sign minus before the first integral refers to "improper" diretion of going around the ontour






















2ǫM z2 + 2αM z − L2
z
=
= 2π ( −L+ i αM√
2ǫM
) . (2.11)
As for the next order term Q1(t) we have





(2ǫM e2t + αM et)
(2ǫM e2t + 2αM et − L2) , (2.12a)








= − π h¯ . (2.12b)











where N = (n + l + 1). The energy spetrum obtained oinides with the known exat result from the
Shrodinger quantum mehanial equation.
Now it is the point to understand this oinidene from a more general viewpoint. What are the
reasons for suh a suess of the seemingly approximate tehnis. The form of Q0 as a seond order
polynomial is relevant point; and another essential fat is that L-ontour enloses zeros (lassial turning
points or branh points of
√
P ) of this polynomial. At these general assumptions we always will obtain
Q0(t) =
√
















Q0 dt = 2π [−
√


























Q1 dt = − h¯
2
2π .
Now we are going to eluidate general struture of all terms of greater order than the first. For Q2(t) we
have















































































In other words, the notation used keeps only information relevant to further alulating the residues res0
and res∞:
1) we indiate the power of polynomials at numerator and denominator of any term;
2) also we indiate that the numerator - polynomial in et was differentiated with respet
to t-variable and therefore the onstant term of the polynomial is suppressed.
No matter how many times the polynomial was differentiated, the same single symbol
′
stands for all these ases.






































Now we are ready to proeed to Q3 term:
Q3 = − 1
2Q0









































































Let us onsider else one term:
Q4 = − 1
2Q0
(Q′3 + 2Q1Q3 +Q
2
2) .



























































At this point we are ready to write down symbolially the following general struture of an arbitrary


































= − res y=0 1
y (
√















A+By−1 + Cy−2 )n−1
const = 0 . (2.17c))
So, the suess of Borh-Sommerfeld quantization for the hydrogen atom is rationalized in full.
3. Non-relativisti hydrogen atom in Lobahevsky spae H3
In Setion 3 it is shown that the Borh-Sommerfeld quantization as applied to the hydrogen
atom in Lobahevsky spae H3 provides us with an exat energy spetrum of this generalized
atom model.














)− l(l + 1)
sinh2 χ
] R(χ) = 0 . (3.1)











− l(l+ 1)(1− e2t)]R = 0 (3.2a)








2ǫρ2M e2t + 2αρ2M et
h¯2





S = 0 . (3.2b)
Further we are fored to move through trial and error method. Beause we have known an exat energy
spetrum of the system in advane, we are going to proeed in the following way: in the exat quantization
ondition let us take into aount only two first terms of a ertain formal WKB-series, on obtaining the
required exat result we will analyze next terms.
Firstly, with the use of the trik
− l(l + 1)
1 − e2t =
1


























1− e2t − 1)
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+ ∆(t) ] S(t) = 0 , (3.3b)
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Π2(t) =
(2ǫρ2M + L2)e2t + 2αρ2M et − L2















Q+Q2 −Π2 + ( h¯
i







)n Qn(t) ] , Q0 =
√
Π2 , Q1 = − 1
2Q0
Q′0 ,




1 +∆ ] , ...








Qn−kQk ] = 0 , n = 3, 4, 5, ... (3.4a)

















Qn(t) dt ] = 2πh¯ n . (3.4b)












Fig. 2 (5-onneted domain and Cauhy theorem)


































the ontour L is going around in improper diretion whih reflets the sing minus at the first term. From










Two first terms of the WKB-series ontribute to quantum ondition (to do formulae shorter dimensionless
quantities are used)∮
L























2ǫ− 2e) = h¯ (n+ l + 1) =⇒







However we have known an exat energy formula [47℄







So, (3.7a), what we have found, slightly differs from expeted eq. (3.7b); differene is in an additive
term
1
2 . Returning to the expression (3.3b) for Π
2
, one noties that it would suffie a single hange
(2ǫ + L2) =⇒ (2ǫ − h¯2 + L2) , to reprodue through 2-term WKB-quantization just the exat energy
formula (3.7b). This hange would lead to
∆ =
e2t















+ ∆(t) ] S(t) = 0 , (3.8a)
Π2(t) =






(1− e2t)2 . (3.8b)











































A+B + C +
√
A−B + C) ] , (3.9a)














= − 2π h¯
2
. (3.9b)











= h¯ n , (3.9c))





2ǫ− 1 + 2e+√2ǫ− 1− 2e) = N , N = (n+ l + 1) ,
from whih it follows an exat energy formula. It an be readily verified by a straightforward alulation
that the next term Q2 (see (3.4a) and (3.8b)) gives a zero to the main quantization ondition
2
2
General task of proving that all terms greater order than Q2 do not ontribute to the quantum ondition looks quite
interesting from mathematial viewpoint, but it will be omitted here.
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4. Hydrogen atom in Riemann spae of onstant urvature S3
To have analyzed the hydrogen atom in the same line on the Riemann onstant urvature bakground we
need no new ideas in addition to previous ase (Setion 3). And so it suffies to write down only several
main relations:














)− l(l + 1)
sin2 χ
] R(χ) = 0 .















−(2ǫρ2M + h¯2) + 2iαρM +
√
−(2ǫρ2M − 2iαρM) = h¯ (n+ l + 1) ,
from whih it follows the exat energy formula







5. WKB-analysis of the Klein-Fok equations in spaes E3, H3, S3
The hydrogen atom models based on Klein-Fok equation in three spaes E3, H3, S3 are
desribed by radial equations whih ome within the general types that have been onsidered
at non-relativisti ase (see (2.17) and (3.9)), hene we an at nearly formally without any
serious additional work. At this line one an readily produe three known exat energy spetra
on the base of the 2-term quantization.


















(N2 − 1 + α2/h¯2c2) (5.3)
where N = (nr + 1/2 +
√
(l + 1/2)2 − α2/h¯2c2 .
6. Energy spetrum of a free Dira partile on the sphere S3
Omitting all details on separating the variables in the free Dira equation in spae of positive onstant







2 + k cosχ
sin2 χ
] f = 0 (6.1)
With a new variable t = ln tanχ, eq. (6.1) takes on the form
d2
dt2















f = 0 . (6.2)
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Q1dt = 2π(− h¯
2
) (6.3)
So, 2-term quantization gives √
ρ2
c2












whih is an exat energy spetrum for a free Dira partile on the sphere S3.
7. Dira equation in spaes H3 and S3
Let us onsider quasi-lassial desription of the hydrogen atom on the base of Dira equation inH3-spae.





















tanh−1 χ)f = 0 , (7.1)
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e2t + 2aet + 1


























a(1 + e2t) + 2et
(1 + e2t) + a2et
f = 0 ; (7.3a)
where




or in a short form
f ′′ + V f ′ + (
Π2
h¯2
+∆)f = 0 . (7.4a)











V Q−Π2 + ( h¯
i
)2∆ = 0 (7.4b)









2 , Q1 = − 1
2Q0

















Qk(t)dt = 2πh¯ N (7.4d)














(1 + z2)]2 −m2ρ2c2 4z2 − L2(1− z2)2 , (7.5)
whih means that under square root stays 4-order polynomial. To make use the onventional residue
theory we are fored to take for integration only suh ontours that enlose all four branh points of
Q0(z)-term.
Let us show that two zeros of the funtion Q0(z) are alloated in physial region and two zeros are
alloated in non-physial one. To understand this let us onsider in some detail suh a relation
tanhχ =
2 tanh χ2
1 + tanh2 χ2
=⇒ w2 + 1− 2w
tanhχ




whih has two solutions:
w1 = z =
coshχ− 1
sinhχ




Taking into aount relations
z = 1 − 2 1− e
−χ




Z = 1 + 2
1 + e−χ




one onludes that only one solution, z an be related with a physial variable tanh χ2 , χ ∈ (0,+∞);
whereas the seond solution Z ∈ (+1,+∞) annot be related in any sense to physial variable χ. Besides,
between roots z and Z there exists simple onnetion:
w1 w2 = z Z = 1 . (7.6)
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Now let us ompute what the term Q0 gives into quantum ondition. (7.4d):∮
L
Q0(t)dt ,
integration should be taken along the ontour enlosing lassial turning points on positive χ-axis as
shown in Fig. 3










However on mathematial reasons it will be onvenient to hange this integration ontour L into doubled






















With suh a trik we will ount up total number of zeros: physial and unphysial ones.




























































































= 2πh¯ n (7.7b)
As for the next term ontribution





Q0(t) + V (t) Q0(t) ] . (7.8a)











× [[2ǫet + α(1 + e2t)] (2ǫet + α2e2t)−m24e2t + 2L2(1− e2t)e2t] ; (7.8b)






[2ǫet + α(1 + e2t)] (2ǫet + α2e2t) − m24e2t + 2L2(1− e2t)e2t
[2ǫet + α(1 + e2t)]2 − m24e2t − L2(1 − e2t)2 , (7.8c)
V =
1− e2t
e2t + 2aet + 1
− 1 + e
2t
1− e2t . (6.8d)
Allowing for ∮
L

































(N2 + α2/h¯2c2) . (7.10)
where N = n+
√
k2 − α2/h¯2c2 .
Consideration of the hydrogen atom on the base of Dira equation in the spae S3 an be done in the










(N2 + α2/h¯2c2) . (7.11)
where N = n+
√
k2 − α2/h¯2c2 .
However, it must be stressed that these two formulas obtained are hardly orret in full
beause the seond one (7.11) does not result in an exat result at α = 0 (see Setion 6)
3
. Moreover, turning to the next terms Q2, Q3 and so on , we might see that they give
not-vanishing ontributions. The latter indiretly proves only approximate harater of the
formula (7.1). In should be added that till now any exat wave funtion solutions of the latter
task have not found.
3
This formula was found in [68℄ on the base of other onsiderations, where it was onsidered as exat one.
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